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Contents 
1 Board 
Per Team: 
2 Respawn Coins 
4 Numbered Character Pieces 
2 Sentry Pieces 
1 Intel Piece 
7 Tokens 
10 Character Cards 
1 D6 & 1 D4 
1 Player Mat, known as Player HUD 
Objective 
Grab the enemy Intel from the opposing team. 
For a longer game, use Extended Play Rules (see the “How to Win EPR”.) 
Set Up 

• Each player rolls a D6; the player with the highest number goes 
first. 

• Each player chooses any 4 character cards and places each of them 
face down from 1 to 4, corresponding to each character piece. 

• Set the Respawn Coins, corresponding to the color of the Respawn 
Points. 

• Set your character pieces on the board in a spawn or Respawn point 
of your color.  

• Place your Intel Piece in the Intel Space. 
 

Key Terms 
Enemy "___". Any piece that is not your color. 
Ally "___". Pieces from your color. 
Character Piece. These are pieces of your color that will have a number 
from 1 to 4. The actions that can be used by any given piece will be 
determined by the Character Card assigned to it.  
Character Cards. These will determine your Character Pieces’ actions and 
is broken down into the following stats. 
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1. Character class 
2. HP Bar 
3. Starting point for Token 
4. Speed, determines how many spaces he may move. Evasion to be used when 
being attacked 
5. Special Ability, A Unique trait for every character 
6. Weapons, player may choose one of these when attacking.  
7. Weapon Trait, always active when using this weapon.   
Uber Charge. When a character is uber charged, that character cannot be 
damaged until the beginning of that player's next turn. 
Respawn Area. The area in the player HUD where a Character piece or 
Token is placed.  

   
Sentry Piece. A piece with its own abilities. (See About Sentry Pieces) 
Killed. If after damage, there is no more space in the Character or 
Sentry's HP bar, it’s considered killed. (see Death and Re-spawning for 
more information) 
Walls. Thick solid lines in the board with a black border. Pieces cannot 
move or shoot through them. 
Short Walls. They are thin solid lines in the board. They have the same 
properties as walls however; a Scout may go through them with its Double 
Jump. 
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Quick Character Reference Sheet 

Scout 
HP S  E R A P R A P 
6 10 6 2 3 5 1 9 1 

Pyro 
HP S E R A P R A P 
8 8 5 2 4 4 1 9 2 

Engineer 
HP S  E R A P R A P 
6 8 5 6 4 2 1 9 2 

Heavy 
HP S  E R A P R A P 
14 6 4 5 3 5 1 9 2 

Medic 
HP S  E R A P R A P 
7 9 5 4 4 3 1 9 2 

Sentry 
HP S E R A P       
7 N/A 4 3 4 3       

Gameplay 
During your turn 
At the beginning of your turn, if there are any Character pieces or Intel 
token in the Respawn Area; advance it to the next space. If they reach the 
Respawn space, then place that piece in its appropriate space. 
The player can have up to 4 Action Phases with their Character pieces 
and go in any order; however, no character can go into Action Phase more 
than once per turn, except for class change, (see about Spawn and respawn 
Points)  
Action Phase 

1. Move your Character up to the amount of Speed determined by the 
Character's Card. You cannot move through a space that is occupied 
by an enemy Character piece. You may move through ally pieces. 

2. If applicable, you may use a Character's Special Ability. 
3. At the end of your Action Phase, If within range, attack an Enemy 

piece. This starts the Attack Phase.  
Attack Phase 

1. To determine if an enemy is within range, count how many spaces the 
Enemy piece is away from your character. For Example, an enemy 
adjacent is at range 1. Attacks are only done vertically and 
horizontally, not diagonally.  

2. Choose one of the 2 weapons that character has.  
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3. Unless stated otherwise by the Character Card, roll a D6 and add 
it to your accuracy. If that number is greater than the Enemy's 
evasion, then do damage equal to that weapon's Power number.  

Note: Unless stated by the card, you cannot attack an enemy if there is 
another enemy in front of it. You instead attack the enemy closest to 
you.  

After the Attack Phase, that Character’s Action Phase is over. If you still 
have Action Phases left, you may start another Character’s Action Phase. 
After using your 4 Action Phases, it is your enemy’s turn.  
Revealing Character Cards 
Whenever a player attacks, gets attacked, or uses a Special Ability, the 
player must then flip the Character card to reveal its identity. Once a 
Character’s card is revealed, it must stay face up until that character is 
killed. 
Keeping track of HP  
Once a card is revealed, place a Token on the far right of the HP bar. 
For every damage taken, slide the HP token to the left by that amount.  
Death and Re-spawning  
If after damage, there's no more space on the HP bar, that Character is 
killed and placed in the first space of the Respawn Area of the Player 
HUD. Remove the Character card for that piece.  
Once a Character piece has reached the Respawn space, the player may 
choose any character card and place it faced down on the HUD. Then 
place that character piece in any Spawn or Respawn Point of their color. 
About Spawn Points and Respawn Points.  
Respawn Points & Spawn Points are the spaces in the board where players 
may place their pieces as long as it is of their color. Respawn Points, 
unlike Spawn points, are points that can be taken over by placing a 
Character piece in that space and keeping it there for 2 turns. Once taken 
over, flip the Respawn Coin to match character’s color. A player may not 
Respawn a Character piece if a piece is occupying that Spawn or Respawn 
Point. If a character piece returns to a Spawn point, they may change 
their class with renewed HP, this is known as Class Change. You may use 
this new character in the same turn. However, doing so uses one of your 4 
Action Phases.  
About Sentry Pieces 
When a Sentry piece is placed on the board, place a Token on the far 
right of one of the Sentry's HP Bars found in the Player HUD. There 
cannot be more than 2 Sentry pieces on the board for any one team at a 
time. Sentries cannot be placed in a Spawn, Respawn Point, or a base Space, 
shown by a darker shade of color.  
Sentry pieces cannot be used during the player’s turn. Instead they “react” 
when enemies are within range. For every space an enemy is within range, 
the Sentry piece goes into Attack phase. This happens before an enemy’s 
attack phase and works the same way as a regular attack Phase with a 
D6. A sentry cannot shoot through an ally Sentry. 
If a Sentry takes damage, move the token to the left in the Sentry’s HP 
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area accordingly. If there are no more spaces available in its HP Bar, then 
that Sentry is killed and taken out of play. Sentry pieces cannot be 
respawned once killed, only built by an engineer.  
How to Win  
If a character lands in the Enemy Intel space during their Action Phase, 
then that player wins. If playing with EPR see below to see how to win. 
Extended Play Rules (EPR) 
Getting the Intel  
During a character's Action Phase, if that character lands in the space 
where the enemy Intel is placed, then the enemy Intel piece is taken out of 
play and placed on top of that character's Card. That character now 
carries the Intel with them. That character cannot use any Special Ability 
while carrying the enemy Intel. If that character is killed before reaching 
their Intel Space, then the enemy Intel piece is placed where the Character 
was killed. A token is placed in the first space of its Respawn Area. If 
that token reaches the Respawn space, then the Intel is placed back in its 
Intel space. If another character lands on the enemy Intel before the Intel 
token reaches the Respawn space, then its token is taken out of the 
Respawn Area and that Character now carries the enemy Intel.  
NOTE: A player’s character cannot carry their own Intel piece.   
How to Win With EPR 
If a character carrying the enemy Intel reaches their own Intel space, 
then that player wins. 
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